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Latest News. The PowerPoints & the Timing
Counter. When you use PowerPoint. When
you insert a number, time, or. 5 2 .3095 Q:

How to write a generic version of a sequence
generator In Clojure, rather than just using
(next) for generating sequences, I'd like to

write a single function that can take a function
and some starting value to produce a sequence
of numbers. E.g. (numbers-seq [^i i]) -> 1 2 3

4 5... I thought I could do something like:
(defn numbers-seq [f & seq] (->> seq (f))) but

this raises an error: java.lang.Exception:
Cannot resolve symbol: seq in this context

which makes sense, but I don't want to write a
(defn numbers-seq...) for each different

situation. A: seq function does not belong to
clojure standard library, and if you look at

defn-seq definition in clojure.core namespace
you can see that seq is defined in clojure.lang
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namespace. So, correct function definition is
(defn numbers-seq [f & seq] (->> seq (f)))
EDIT after comment It is possible to define
generic function using existing seq function.
You can redefine Seq definition and write

(defn seq-gen [f & _seq] (let [x (seq (f))] (if
(seq? x) (seq x) (f x)))) EDIT 2 after comment

Since Clojure 1.7 seq has additional
parameters (defn seq-gen [f & a seq] (let [x

(seq a)] (if (seq? x) (seq x) (f x)))) This way it
is possible to make generic versions of maps,

sets, sequences and many other functions.
Gridiron Glory Gridiron Glory is a video

game released in 1994 by Apogee Software.
Set in the world of the National Football

League, Gridiron Glory features a 3D football
game engine and an arcade-style interface.

The game originally saw release on the Amiga
and later on PC and later on Xbox f30f4ceada
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